
Interview and Report Wang Jian, researcher at „China Youth Climate Action Network“ 
about her exchange fellowship with the German „One-World-Network“.

What did you learn about German NGOs during your time in Germany? What were the 
benefits of the exchange, both for you personally as well as for your organization?

I was amazed how well organized and professionally NGOs in Germany work. At „One-
World-Network“, no matter if it is a big conference or just an informal meeting, everything is 
thoroughly organized – Everyone is informed about the objective, then we worked according to the 
steps on a to-do-list. I also learned how important evaluation of meetings and projects is, and how 
success can be evaluated. 
I was surprised to learn that German NGOs get a lot of support from the government, that they 
actually cooperate with the government. There even is an annual meeting of NGO representatives 
with members of government. That shows the significance that is given to civil society 
organizations in Germany. In that regard, China still has a long way to go. I also learned that 
German NGOs can get money from churches, so they are indirectly paid by people's taxes. 
Also, I didn't know how many young people in Germany are enthusiastic about NGO work, that a 
volunteering job is even recommended in your CV. 
In Germany, I saw with my own eyes what difference well implemented environmental and climate 
protection can make: Here the air is clean. Private households, such as my host familiy voluntarily 
separate the rubbish. Also, with a perspective from the outside of the country, I developed a better 
understanding of the role China is playing in international issues, for example climate change. Now 
that I have seen how much better things can be I really want to take action myself when back in 
China. 

What kind of follow-up action will you take back in China? Are there plans for future 
cooperation with „Heiße Zeiten?“

First of all I will share my experience to as many people as possible. I will write an article to 
be posted on CYCAN's website, and maybe even give a workshop about it. 
Also, I discovered so many useful things and methods that I will definetely try to apply in China. For 
Example, I really liked Engagement Global's project „Ask your grandparents“. I think it might be 
possible to do something similar in China – asking grandparents about their lifestyle in former days 
and getting ideas about sustainable development from it. 
I also thought about the One-World-Networks's way of awarenesse-raising: They go to different 
schools and introduce themselves and appeal students to join them on the class, also they guide 
students to discuss some issues and solutions. I think this is a very effective way for NGOs to let 
more youth learn about them and join them. Chinese NGO should keep more relationship with 
teachers in schools and use class to teach young people, which is not common in China yet.
Also, I hope to be able to use some of the methods facilitating meetings and workshops, such as 
the mind-map method. 
As for future cooperation with “Heiße Zeiten”: We will definitely establish long-term communication 
on our common mission, which is a lot easier now that we know each other personally. We also 
plan a cooperation on our international summits, low carbon days and maybe even on our project 
“low carbon campus”. We also hope to be able to take part in another exchange. Then we could 
design projects the exchange staff would work on together. That would contribute to an effective 
exchange, because I could not do Daniel's work and he could not do mine.

Why do you think an exchange program is meaningful and important?
Climate change is an international issue. It is only natural that NGOs in different countries 

should join forces to tackle it. Europe has long years of experience in both sustainable 
development and NGO-work. Making the staff of Chinese NGOs learn how to improve their 
working style can only benefit our common objective. We need to cooperate and connect, and this 
is best done by long term personal encounter. While in Germany my English improved a lot. 
Therefore I will be able to work as an international coordinator at CYCAN in the future.




